
AA SCREENING FORM (v.26Nov18l 

Application Reference No.: AFA730 Project type: Aerial Fertilisation 

This project comprises59.94 ha [OR] XXX m of aaerial fertilisation. 

Applicant: Coillte Site location (townland, county): Bantry Commons, Co. Wexford 

Q.l Do any of the following scenarios apply? 

A. Project area overlaps a Natura site. Yes [8] NoD 

B. Project area is 3 km or less from a Natura site (regardless of 
hydrological connection). 

c. Project area overlaps a FPM catchment (as per draft Forests & 
FPM Plan). 

D. None of the above apply, but the possibility of a significant effect 
on a Natura site cannot be ruled out, due to certain factors. 



Q.2 Following Q.l, the possibility of a significant effect on a Natura site cannot be eliminated. Identify the relevant Natura site & specify which 
scenario(s) applies. If two or more Natura sites apply, complete a separate row for each. 

Project area Project area 3 km Project area None of these scenarios apply, but the possibility o f a 
overlaps this or less from this overlaps a FPM significant effect on this Natura site can' t be ruled out, due to 

Natura site name & code Natura site Natura site cat chment (as per certain factors outlined below. 
(regardless of draft Forests & FPM 
hydrological Plan) 
connectivity) 

J( ver ar ow anOkiveE tfore U07W Yes D No D Yes 1&1 NoD Yes D ·No D Yes D NoD 

If 'Yes', describe: 

ac • a r• Yes D NoD Yes 1&1 NoD Yes D NoD Yes D No D 

If 'Yes', describe: 

Yes D No D Yes D NoD YesD No D Yes D No D 

If 'Yes', describe: 



Q.3 I have reviewed the qualifying interests & conservation objectives 
of each Natura site listed under Q.2. 

Q.4 I have reviewed & considered all referral responses & submissions 
received in relation to this project. 

Q.S There is sufficient information in the application & available from 
elsewhere to complete this AA Screening. 

Yes [8] NoD 

Yes [8] NoD 

Yes [8] NoD 



Yes [8] No 0 
Q.6 Is there a SAC (or SACs) listed under Q.2? 

6A Could this project have a significant effect on any TERRESTRIAL Yes 0 No [8] Unknown 0 
HABITAT listed as a qualifying interest of any of these SACs? 

68 Could this project have project have a significant effect on any Yes 0 No [8] Unknown 0 
TERRESTRIAL SPECIES listed as a qualifying interest of any of these SACs? 

GC Could this project have a significant effect on any AQUATIC HABITAT Yes 0 No [8] Unknown 0 
or AQUATIC SPECIES listed as a qualifying interest of any of these SACs? 

Q.7 Is there a SPA or (SPAs) l isted 
Yes 0 No [8] 

under Q.2? 

7 A Could this project have a 
significant effect on any breeding 

Yes 0 No 0 Unknown 0 
population listed as a qualifying 
interest of any of these SPAs? 

78 Could this project have a 
significant effect on any wintering 

Yes 0 No 0 Unknown 0 
population listed as a qualifying 
interest of any of these SPAs? 

7C Could this project have a 

significant effect on any Wetland and 
Yes 0 No 0 Unknown 0 

Waterbirds listed as a qualifying 

interest of any of these SPAs? 



f AA SCREENING CONCLUSION 

Project overview 

This project comprises 59.94ha aerial fertilisation. 

The soil type underlining the project area is mainly mineral and shallow Peat in nature. The slope is mainly flat to 
moderate (<15%). 

The project area adjoins an aquatic zone. 

The following are Screening statements & conclusions in relation to each of the Natura sites identified 
under Q.2. [Select a conclusion & compile a statement for each of the Natura sites involved, as 
appropriate.] 

Continued .. . 



SCREENING Conclusion 2 Project screened out in relation to a specific Natura site/ due to 
particular factor(s)} 

In relation to [insert SAC I SPA site name I code], the project area: iver Barrow and River Bore 00216 

~ is 3 km or less from this Natura site 

Having considered : 

~ the nature, size & location of the project (including associated operations & ancillary works}, 

~ potential negative consequences, both immediate & into the future, 

~ potential pathways, 

~ the sensitivity of the ecological receptors (i.e. the qualifying interests & associated conservation objectives, 
as reviewed} & 

~ possible in-combination effects with other existing plans & projects, 

I deem that the project will not have a significant impact on this Natura site. due to the following factors: 

{Select those factors that are relevant (deleting all others) & amend wording, as required. Insert specific details, 
where possible.] 

~ mandatory adherence to any safeguards within the project, as set out in published Forest Service guidelines, 
requirements and procedures, in particular [list relevant safeguards] 

(In considering the above, I have excluded any safeguards within the project that are 'above-and-beyond' those set 
out in published Forest Service guidelines, requirements & procedures, and any specific measures that might 
otherwise be attached to any recommendation to 'Approve with Conditions'.} 

Therefore, in relation to this NATURA site, the project can be screened out and an Appropriate Assessment is not 
required. 

In relation to this Natura site, this determination represents SCREENING Conclusion 2. 



Forestry Inspector details 

Name: Robert Windle 

Date of completion of this AA Screening Form: 04/04/19 

Signature: R. Windle 

End 


